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ABSTRACT

A new approach is given for finding the Maximum-Entropy
Probability Distributions wben there arc inequality constraints on
probabilities in addition to the iisual moment constraints.

INDEX TERMS

Maximum-Entrop)' Principle/Inequality Constraints

1. lnlrodtrction :

The follovring constraints are prescribed on the probabilities

Ft, pz, ..., pn of a probability distribution P:(pr, pz, ..., pn)

ae{pr{h, i:|,2, ..., n (1)

+
\ Pi:t (2)
./,
l:l+
\ pig4:o,, r:7, 2, ..., m (3)4

There may be an infinity of probability distributions satisfying
(1), (2) and (3) ; our object is to find that distribution out of these, which
has the maximum entropy.
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Freund and Saxena [1] solved this problem by maximizing Shannon's

[3. 5] entropy measure

subject to constraints
algorithm they got was

(4) subject to (l), (2)

not going to be easy.

.-4-
\ p,ln pr Gj
/,i:r

(1) and (2) only. Even in this simple case, the

not very simple. The problem of maximizing

and (3) has not been solved and its solution is

We can get suboptimal solutions by maximizing (4) subject to (2)

and (3) and then adjusting the probabilities to satisfy (1) or maximizing

(4) subject to (l) and (2) and then adjusting the probabilities to satisfy (3).

Both the methods may give us solutions, which are far from optimal.

Recently, Kapur [2] used the inverse maximum-entropy principle of
Kapur and Kesavan [4] to get the measure

nn

-f lpi-a,)ln1pi-a;-! ta,-r i)lnlbt-pi) (5)
)-t z-tEr i:l

Its maximization subject to (2) and (3) leads to a solution which auto-

matically satisfles (1). computationally the method is extremely simple

and elegant.

However, while maximizalion of (4) gives us a solution which makes

probabilities as equal as possible subject to the constraints, maximization

of (5) gives us probabilities which inake P1, P2, "', P' as equal as possible,

subject to the given constraints where

pn:P'J:-!!, i:1,2, ..., n (6)
bi-Pi

The two objectives are the same only if
Cl1:g, "' :An:Cl' bl':bz "' :bn:b (7)

In other words maximization of (5) will give us probabilities which will
divide the intervals (ai, b;) in as equal ratios as possible, subject to the

given constraints.

In many practical problems, this is a more desirable objective than

making all the probabilities equal subject to the given constraints.
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However, in these problems where the objective is to make probabili-
ties as equal as possible, subject to the given constraints, in spite of the

non-symmetric inequality constraints, we have to maximize (4) subject

to (1), (2r and (3).

In the preseilt paper, we suggest an alternative approach to solve

the problem by modifying the problem in a different manner.

2. The New Method :

We assnme tbat pi is a random variable which lies in the interval
(c:;, b.;) rvith density functionl(x) so that

tb;
\ 

"I(x) dr:7, i:1, 2, "', n (8)
)o,

We defineff as the expected value of this random variate so that

^ tb;P,:\ " xf;(x) dx
Jai

Now the constraints (2) and (3) are replaced by

r-4(h
L \"'. 

* f"a a*:'
l:l

+ rh.
\ E,i \"' xf(x) dx:oe. r:1,2.-... nt
./ ' )o,
,:l

We now seek to maximize

n

-f \u' f,,*rtnf{x) dx
L Jai
i- I

subject to (10) and (ll) to get fr(x), .fr(x), ..., fn(x) and then

}et it, ir, "' , i,
In view 

"t 
(t) ':3:shall get automaticallv

4

(e)

(10)

(11)

(12)

use (9) to

(13)
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Even in this method, we are strictly not attaching the original problem.

We are using expected values of probabilities instead of probabilities

themselves, and instead of taking entropy of expected values, viz.

n
\la

-Lpitnpt

equations (8), (10) and (11) ; so that

tb,
Ce \-' exP (-Arx) clx:|, i:7,2, "',n

Jai

f ., ('' "*o t--A*) dx:t
./ , )o,
r:1

.Jl!-_ f 
^.\ C*rt ["' , .*p \- Aix) dx-a,. r:1 ^ 2, "', m

,/ , )o,
r:l

where Ao-ls{lrgu*lzgzij_ -..*l*g*i

f .-Aiar .-Aibtl
so that Ctl"______=:-- l:t, i:1,2,...,n-'L Ai J

f ", l..Y#"-Yj= I

,-Aibi -r- 
Arorl _,:___vi_ ):t (2r)

(14)

i:l

we are using the entropy measure (12).

The method aims to make the density functions as uniform as

possible, subject to the given constraints.

3. The Solution :

Maximizing (12) subject to (8), (10) and (ll) by using Lagrange's

method we get

+
-1-ln ft(x)-(u- 1)-);x- \ A^g,ix:O+

or f o(x):Cn exp [-x(]6f lrgti,*lz8zc* "'*l*g*tl
i:l, 2, .,., n (l 5)

where the n*m*l Lagrange multipliers are determined by using n*m*l

(l 6)

(17)

(i8)

(le)

(20)
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i:l , 2, .... m

Substituting for C,i in (21); (22), we get

t'f o'"-o'''-u ' 'o'u'l-l:r
) ,l " 

a*-;- n5, - o -,i:1

f,r,, L#* L7:,,, r:1,2, - m

i:l

From the (m*1) equations (23) and \24), we can find 
^0, 

)1, ..., l*
and then from (20) we can find Cr, Cr, ...,C, and then we can flnd

f,(x),f,(x), "',fn{x1 and $r, ir, "', in

4. ,4 Special Clse :

We consider the special case considered by Freund and Saxena [1]
i.e., we consider only the natural constraints. In this case le:,\o and

this is determined by using (23)

I a$-t'ai-bue-\obi 
-11.L s- Aual-.s'- Aob; ' o.l: t

and then C1's are determined by using (20), so that

Cr: , )o ,, , i:1,2,...,n
e - AoO j-e- AnD i

and
n nrg--).nai- b,c -Aob; I
Pi: ' ;- ; ;- +,-, l:1, !,"'t n

e-^oAi- C-^ ooi ' 
^0

Q t: o2... : An: q, b L:b 2... : bn: b

thenii is independent of i and since

n
\:-r^ ^ I\ P;:l each Pi---
/ttl
i:1

so that the distribution in the uniform distribution if
expected.

,.l-aO. This is
n

(22)

(23)

(24)

(2s)

(26)

(27)
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i",r,,
i=l

I or r-o,o,-.u. 
"-AbtL------t,

(28)
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A Necessary Condition for a Solution

Since

i.,=
i=l

aa{pt4bt
nn

8,,=E,,

(2e)

(30)

r'--'r ti
so that \ a; should be less than or equal to unity and V ,, should,/ ., -- ./ ,i:l i: I
be greater than or eqrlal to unity.
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